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Light, Illumination, Shadow, Darkness 7s 

A 

ACETALS AACELST ACETAL, flammable liquid [n] 

ACETONE ACEENOT flammable liquid [n -S] 

ACRONIC ACCINOR occurring at sunset [adj] 

AIRGLOW AGILORW glow in upper atmosphere [n -S] 

AIRWAVE AAEIRVW medium of radio and television transmission [n -S] 

ALBEDOS ABDELOS ALBEDO, ratio of light reflected by planet to that received by it [n] 

ALBUMEN ABELMNU white of egg [n -S] 

ALCOHOL ACHLLOO flammable liquid [n -S] 

ALFREDO ADEFLOR served with white cheese sauce [adj] 

AMATOLS AALMOST AMATOL, powerful explosive [n] 

AMMONAL AALMMNO powerful explosive [n -S] 

AMYLENE AEELMNY flammable liquid [n -S] 

ANDIRON ADINNOR metal support for holding wood in fireplace [n -S] 

APHOTIC ACHIOPT lacking light [adj] 

APLANAT AAALNPT type of reflecting or refracting surface [n -S] 

APPEARS AAEPPRS APPEAR, to come into view [v] 

ASTERIA AAEIRST gemstone cut to exhibit asterism (property of certain minerals of showing starlike luminous figure) [n -S] 

ASTRALS AALRSST ASTRAL, type of oil lamp [n] 

AURORAE AAEORRU AURORA, rising light of morning [n] 

AURORAL AALORRU AURORA, rising light of morning [adj] 

AURORAS AAORRSU AURORA, rising light of morning [n] 

AVIDINS ADIINSV AVIDIN, protein found in egg white [n] 
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BAASKAP AAABKPS policy of domination by white people in South Africa [n -S] 

BACKLIT ABCIKLT illuminated from behind [adj] 

BARBIES ABBEIRS BARBIE, portable fireplace for cooking [n] 

BAUSOND ABDNOSU having white marks [adj] 

BAWSUNT ABNSTUW bausond (having white marks) [adj] 

BEACONS ABCENOS BEACON, to warn or guide [v] 

BEAMIER ABEEIMR BEAMY, beaming [adj] 

BEAMILY ABEILMY in beamy (beaming) manner [adv] 

BEAMING ABEGIMN BEAM, to emit in beams (rays of light) [v] 

BEAMISH ABEHIMS cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

BECLOUD BCDELOU to make cloudy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDLAMP ABDELMP lamp near bed [n -S] 

BEHOLDS BDEHLOS BEHOLD, to view (to look at) [v] 

BELUGAS ABEGLSU BELUGA, white sturgeon [n] 

BESMUTS BEMSSTU BESMUT, to blacken with smut [v] 

BIFOCAL ABCFILO type of lens (piece of transparent material used in changing convergence of light rays) [n -S] 

BINOCLE BCEILNO binocular [n -S] 

BIOPICS BCIIOPS BIOPIC, biographical movie [n] 

BIPACKS ABCIKPS BIPACK, pair of films [n] 

BITUMEN BEIMNTU asphalt [n -S] 

BIVINYL BIILNVY flammable gas used in making synthetic rubber [n -S] 
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BLACKED ABCDEKL BLACK, to make black [v] 

BLACKEN ABCEKLN to make black [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLACKER ABCEKLR BLACK, being of darkest color [adj] 

BLACKLY ABCKLLY in black (being of darkest color) manner [adv] 

BLASTED ABDELST BLAST, to use explosive [v] 

BLASTER ABELRST one that blasts (to use explosive) [n -S] 

BLATANT AABLNTT obvious (easily perceived or understood) [adj] 

BLAZING ABGILNZ BLAZE, to burn brightly [v] 

BLEARED ABDEELR BLEAR, to dim (to make dim) [v] 

BLEARER ABEELRR BLEAR, dim [adj] 

BLENDES BDEELNS BLENDE, shiny mineral [n] 

BLINDED BDDEILN BLIND, to make sightless [v] 

BLINDER BDEILNR BLIND, sightless [adj] / obstruction to sight [n -S] 

BLINDLY BDILLNY in blind (sightless) manner [adv] 

BLINKER BEIKLNR to put blinders on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLONDER BDELNOR BLOND, light-colored [adj] 

BLOWUPS BLOPSUW BLOWUP, explosion [n] 

BLURRED BDELRRU BLUR, to make unclear [v] 

BOBECHE BBCEEHO glass collar on candle holder [n -S] 

BOLIDES BDEILOS BOLIDE, exploding meteor [n] 

BOMBARD ABBDMOR to bomb (to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOMBERS BBEMORS BOMBER, one that bombs (to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles)) [n] 

BOMBING BBGIMNO attack with bombs [n -S] / BOMB, to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles) [v] 

BOMBLET BBELMOT small bomb [n -S] 

BONFIRE BEFINOR open fire [n -S] 

BORACES ABCEORS BORAX, white crystalline compound [n] 

BORAXES ABEORSX BORAX, white crystalline compound [n] 

BORNEOL BELNOOR alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

BOUGIES BEGIOSU BOUGIE, wax candle [n] 

BRAILLE ABEILLR to write in braille (raised writing for blind) [v -D, -LLING, -S] 

BRIGHTS BGHIRST BRIGHT, light-hued tobacco [n] 

BRILLER BEILLRR BRILL, brilliant [adj] 

BRILLOS BILLORS BRILLO, trademark [n] 

BRISANT ABINRST BRISANCE, shattering effect of explosive [adj] 

BROOMED BDEMOOR BROOM, to sweep (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [v] 

BROWNER BENORRW BROWN, of dark color [adj] 

BROWSED BDEORSW BROWSE, to look at casually [v] 

BROWSER BEORRSW one that browses (to look at casually) [n -S] 

BROWSES BEORSSW BROWSE, to look at casually [v] 

BRUNETS BENRSTU BRUNET, dark-haired male [n] 

BUFFING BFFGINU BUFF, to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v] 

BUPPIES BEIPPSU BUPPIE, black professional person working in city [n] / BUPPY [n] 

BURLEYS BELRSUY BURLEY, light tobacco [n] 

BURNERS BENRRSU BURNER, one that burns (to destroy by fire) [n] 

BURNING BGINNRU firing of ceramic materials [n -S] / BURN, to destroy by fire [v] 

BURNISH BHINRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BURNOUT BNORTUU destructive fire [n -S] 
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BUTANES ABENSTU BUTANE, flammable gas [n] 

BUTANOL ABLNOTU flammable alcohol [n -S] 
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CADELLE ACDEELL small, black beetle [n -S] 

CAMPHOL ACHLMOP borneol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [n -S] 

CANDELA AACDELN unit of light intensity [n -S] 

CANDENT ACDENNT glowing [adj] 

CANDIDS ACDDINS CANDID, unposed photograph [n] 

CANDLED ACDDELN CANDLE, to examine eggs in front of light [v] 

CANDLER ACDELNR one that candles (to examine eggs in front of light) [n -S] 

CANDLES ACDELNS CANDLE, to examine eggs in front of light [v] 

CANNONS ACNNNOS CANNON, to fire cannon (heavy firearm) [v] 

CARCELS ACCELRS CARCEL, unit of illumination [n] 

CAVEMAN AACEMNV cave dweller [n -MEN] 

CAVERNS ACENRSV CAVERN, to hollow out [v] 

CENSERS CEENRSS CENSER, vessel for burning incense [n] 

CEPHEID CDEEHIP giant star [n -S] 

CHARKED ACDEHKR CHARK, to char (to burn slightly) [v] 

CHARRED ACDEHRR CHAR, to burn slightly [v] 

CHAUFER ACEFHRU chauffer (small furnace) [n -S] 

CHECKED CCDEEHK CHECK, to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v] 

CHEDITE CDEEHIT explosive [n -S] 

CLARIFY ACFILRY to make clear [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CLARITY ACILRTY state of being clear (clean and pure) [n -TIES] 

CLEARED ACDEELR CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v] 

CLEARER ACEELRR one that clears (to remove obstructions) [n -S] 

CLEARLY ACELLRY in clear (clean and pure) manner [adv] 

CLINKER CEIKLNR to form fused residue in burning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLOAKED ACDEKLO CLOAK, to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v] 

CLOSEUP CELOPSU photograph taken at close range [n -S] 

CLOUDED CDDELOU CLOUD, to cover with clouds (masses of visible vapor) [v] 

COLLIED CDEILLO COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v] 

COLLIES CEILLOS COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v] 

COLTANS ACLNOST COLTAN, black ore containing columbite and tantalite [n] 

COMATIC ACCIMOT having blurred vision as result of coma [adj] 

COMBUST BCMOSTU to burn (to destroy by fire) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCEAL ACCELNO to keep from sight or discovery [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONDONE CDENNOO to forgive or overlook [v -D, -NING, -S] 

CORDITE CDEIORT explosive powder [n -S] 

CORONAE ACENOOR CORONA, luminous circle around celestial body [n] 

CORONAS ACNOORS CORONA, luminous circle around celestial body [n] 

COWBIRD BCDIORW blackbird [n -S] 

COWPEAS ACEOPSW COWPEA, black-eyed pea [n] 

CREMATE ACEEMRT to reduce to ashes by burning [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CRESSET CEERSST metal cup for burning oil [n -S] 
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CURSORS CORRSSU CURSOR, light indicator on computer display [n] 

CUTOVER CEORTUV land cleared of trees [n -S] 
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DACITES ACDEIST DACITE, light gray rock [n] 

DARKENS ADEKNRS DARKEN, to make dark [v] 

DARKEST ADEKRST DARK, having little or no light [adj] 

DARKING ADGIKNR DARK, to darken (to make dark) [v] 

DARKISH ADHIKRS somewhat dark [adj] 

DARKLED ADDEKLR DARKLE, to become dark [v] 

DARKLES ADEKLRS DARKLE, to become dark [v] 

DAWNING ADGINNW daybreak (first appearance of light in morning) [n -S] / DAWN, to begin to grow light in morning [v] 

DAYGLOW ADGLOWY airglow seen during day [n -S] 

DAYLONG ADGLNOY lasting all day [adj] 

DAYROOM ADMOORY room for reading and recreation [n -S] 

DAYSIDE ADDEISY sun side of planet or moon [n -S] 

DAYSTAR AADRSTY planet visible in east just before sunrise [n -S] 

DAYTIME ADEIMTY day (time between sunrise and sunset) [n -S] 

DAYWORK ADKORWY work done on daily basis [n -S] 

DAZZLED ADDELZZ DAZZLE, to blind by bright light [v] 

DAZZLER ADELRZZ one that dazzles (to blind by bright light) [n -S] 

DAZZLES ADELSZZ DAZZLE, to blind by bright light [v] 

DEFOCUS CDEFOSU to cause to go out of focus [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

DEMINER DEEIMNR one that removes mines (explosive devices) [n -S] 

DIALING ADGIILN measurement of time by sundials [n -S] 

DILATED ADDEILT DILATE, to make wider or larger [v] 

DILATER ADEILRT dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n -S] 

DILATES ADEILST DILATE, to make wider or larger [v] 

DILATOR ADILORT one that dilates (to make wider or larger) [n -S] 

DIMMERS DEIMMRS DIMMER, device for varying intensity of illumination [n] 

DIMMEST DEIMMST DIM, obscure (dark or indistinct) [adj] 

DIMMING DGIIMMN DIM, to make dim [v] 

DIMMISH DHIIMMS DIM, to make dim [adj] 

DIMNESS DEIMNSS state of being dim (obscure (dark or indistinct)) [n -ES] 

DIMOUTS DIMOSTU DIMOUT, condition of partial darkness [n] 

DIOPTER DEIOPRT measure of refractive power [n -S] 

DIOPTRE DEIOPRT diopter (measure of refractive power) [n -S] 

DIOXANE ADEINOX flammable liquid [n -S] 

DIOXANS ADINOSX DIOXAN, dioxane (flammable liquid) [n] 

DISCERN CDEINRS to perceive (to become aware of through senses) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DORBUGS BDGORSU DORBUG, dor (black European beetle) [n] 

DORMERS DEMORRS DORMER, type of window [n] 

DOTTELS DELOSTT DOTTEL, dottle (mass of half-burnt pipe tobacco) [n] 

DOTTLES DELOSTT DOTTLE, mass of half-burnt pipe tobacco [n] 

DOUTING DGINOTU DOUT, to extinguish (as fire) [v] 

DREDGED DDDEEGR DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v] 
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DREDGER DDEEGRR one that dredges (to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud)) [n -S] 

DREDGES DDEEGRS DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v] 

DROSERA ADEORRS sundew (marsh plant) [n -S] 

DUNNITE DEINNTU explosive [n -S] 

DUSKIER DEIKRSU DUSKY, somewhat dark [adj] 

DUSKILY DIKLSUY DUSKY, somewhat dark [adv] 

DUSKING DGIKNSU DUSK, to become dark [v] 

DUSKISH DHIKSSU dusky (somewhat dark) [adj] 
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EBONISE BEEINOS to ebonize (to stain black in imitation of ebony) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EBONIZE BEEINOZ to stain black in imitation of ebony [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ECHELLE CEEEHLL device for spreading light into its component colors [n -S] 

EDIFIED DDEEFII EDIFY, to enlighten [v] 

EDIFIER DEEFIIR one that edifies (to enlighten) [n -S] 

EDIFIES DEEFIIS EDIFY, to enlighten [v] 

EFFULGE EEFFGLU to shine forth [v -D, -GING, -S] 

EMBLAZE ABEELMZ to set on fire [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EMERGED DEEEGMR EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

EMERGES EEEGMRS EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

EMITTED DEEIMTT EMIT, to send forth [v] 

EMITTER EEIMRTT one that emits (to send forth) [n -S] 

ENFLAME AEEFLMN to inflame (to set on fire) [v -D, -MING, -S] 

ENGILDS DEGILNS ENGILD, to brighten (to make bright) [v] 

ENHALOS AEHLNOS ENHALO, to surround with halo [v] 

ESPIALS AEILPSS ESPIAL, act of espying (to catch sight of) [n] 

ESPYING EGINPSY ESPY, to catch sight of [v] 

ETALONS AELNOST ETALON, optical instrument [n] 

ETHANOL AEHLNOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

ETHENES EEEHNST ETHENE, ethylene (flammable gas) [n] 

ETHYNES EEHNSTY ETHYNE, flammable gas [n] 

ETOILES EEILOST ETOILE, star [n] 

EVANISH AEHINSV to vanish (to disappear) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

EVIDENT DEEINTV clear to vision or understanding [adj] 

EVINCED CDEEINV EVINCE, to show clearly [v] 

EVINCES CEEINSV EVINCE, to show clearly [v] 

EXACTER ACEERTX EXACT, precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated) [adj] 

EXACTLY ACELTXY in exact (precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated)) manner [adv] 

EXAMINE AEEIMNX to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

EXHIBIT BEHIITX to present for public viewing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXPLODE DEELOPX to blow up [v -D, -DING, -S] 

EXPOSAL AELOPSX exposure (act of exposing (to lay open to view)) [n -S] 

EXPOSED DEEOPSX EXPOSE, to lay open to view [v] 

EXPOSER EEOPRSX one that exposes (to lay open to view) [n -S] 

EXPOSES EEOPSSX EXPOSE, to lay open to view [v] 

EYEABLE ABEEELY EYE, to watch closely [adj] 
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EYEBALL ABEELLY to eye (to watch closely) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EYEBEAM ABEEEMY glance [n -S] 

EYEFULS EEFLSUY EYEFUL, complete view [n] 

EYEHOLE EEEHLOY small opening [n -S] 

EYELESS EEELSSY lacking eyes (organ of sight) [adj] 

EYELIKE EEEIKLY resembling eye (organ of sight) [adj] 

EYESHOT EEHOSTY range of vision [n -S] 
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FACULAE AACEFLU FACULA, unusually bright spot on sun's surface [n] 

FACULAR AACFLRU FACULA, unusually bright spot on sun's surface [adj] 

FADABLE AABDEFL capable of fading [adj] 

FADEDLY ADDEFLY FADE, to lose color or brightness [adv] 

FADEINS ADEFINS FADEIN, gradual increase in brightness of image [n] 

FADEOUT ADEFOTU gradual disappearance of image [n -S] 

FAINTER AEFINRT FAINT, lacking strength or vigor [adj] / one that faints (to lose consciousness) [n -S] 

FAINTLY AFILNTY in faint (lacking strength or vigor) manner [adv] 

FALLOUT AFLLOTU radioactive debris resulting from nuclear explosion [n -S] 

FATWOOD ADFOOTW wood used for kindling [n -S] 

FERLIES EEFILRS FERLIE, strange sight [n] / FERLY [n] 

FIGTREE EEFGIRT tree that bears figs (soft, sweet dark fruits) [n -S] 

FILMDOM DFILMMO motion-picture industry [n -S] 

FILMERS EFILMRS FILMER, one that films (to make motion picture) [n] 

FILMIER EFIILMR FILMY, resembling or covered with film; hazy [adj] 

FILMILY FIILLMY in filmy (resembling or covered with film; hazy) manner [adv] 

FILMING FGIILMN FILM, to make motion picture [v] 

FILMSET EFILMST to photoset (to prepare for printing by photographic means) [v FILMSET, -ING, -S] 

FILTERS EFILRST FILTER, to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter) [v] 

FIREARM AEFIMRR weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder [n -S] 

FIREBOX BEFIORX chamber in which fuel is burned [n -S]  

FIREBUG BEFGIRU arsonist (one that commits arson) [n -S] 

FIREDOG DEFGIOR andiron (metal support for holding wood in fireplace) [n -S] 

FIREFLY EFFILRY luminous insect [n -LIES] 

FIRELIT EFIILRT lighted by firelight [adj] 

FIREMAN AEFIMNR man employed to extinguish fires [n -MEN] 

FIREPAN AEFINPR open pan for holding live coals [n -S] 

FIREPIT EFIIPRT depression dug in ground in which fire is made [n -S] 

FIREPOT EFIOPRT clay pot filled with burning items [n -S] 

FIRINGS FGIINRS FIRING, process of maturing ceramic products by heat [n] 

FLAMERS AEFLMRS FLAMER, one that flames (to burn brightly) [n] 

FLAMIER AEFILMR FLAMY, flaming [adj] 

FLAMING AFGILMN FLAME, to burn brightly [v] 

FLARING AFGILNR FLARE, to burn with bright, wavering light [v] 

FLASHED ADEFHLS FLASH, to send forth sudden burst of light [v] 

FLASHER AEFHLRS one that flashes (to send forth sudden burst of light) [n -S] 

FLASHES AEFHLSS FLASH, to send forth sudden burst of light [v] 
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FLICKED CDEFIKL FLICK, to strike with quick, light blow [v] 

FLICKER CEFIKLR to move waveringly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLINTED DEFILNT FLINT, to provide with flint (spark-producing rock) [v] 

FOCUSED CDEFOSU FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

FOCUSER CEFORSU one that focuses (to bring to focus) [n -S] 

FOCUSES CEFOSSU FOCUS, point at which rays converge or from which they diverge [n] / FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

FOGBOWS BFGOOSW FOGBOW, nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog [n] 

FOGDOGS DFGGOOS FOGDOG, fogbow (nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog) [n] 

FORESEE EEEFORS to see in advance [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S] 

FOXFIRE EFFIORX glow produced by certain fungi on decaying wood [n -S] 

FRESNEL EEFLNRS type of lens used in lights [n -S] 

FULGENT EFGLNTU shining brightly [adj] 

FULMINE EFILMNU to explode loudly [v -D, -NING, -S] 

FURANES AEFNRSU FURANE, furan (flammable liquid) [n] 

FURBISH BFHIRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

FUSCOUS CFOSSUU of dusky color [adj] 

FUZZIER EFIRUZZ FUZZY, blurry (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [adj] 

FUZZILY FILUYZZ FUZZY, blurry (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [adv] 
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GASPERS AEGPRSS GASPER, cigarette [n] 

GELLIES EEGILLS GELLY, gelignite (high explosive) [n] 

GHOSTLY GHLOSTY spectral (resembling specter (visible disembodied spirit)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GLAIRED ADEGILR GLAIR, to coat with egg white [v] / GLAIRE [v] 

GLAIRES AEGILRS GLAIRE, to glair (to coat with egg white) [v] 

GLAMMED ADEGLMM GLAM, to make oneself look alluringly attractive [v] 

GLANCED ACDEGLN GLANCE, to look quickly [v] 

GLANCER ACEGLNR one that glances (to look quickly) [n -S] 

GLANCES ACEGLNS GLANCE, to look quickly [v] 

GLARING AGGILNR GLARE, to shine with harshly brilliant light [v] 

GLASSED ADEGLSS GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v] 

GLASSES AEGLSSS GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v] 

GLASSIE AEGILSS type of playing marble [n -S] 

GLAZERS AEGLRSZ GLAZER, glazier (one that glazes (to fit windows with glass panes)) [n] 

GLAZIER AEGILRZ GLAZY, covered with smooth, glossy coating [adj] / one that glazes (to fit windows with glass panes) [n -S] 

GLAZILY AGILLYZ GLAZY, covered with smooth, glossy coating [adv] 

GLAZING AGGILNZ GLAZE, to fit windows with glass panes [v] / glaziery (work of glazier) [n -S] 

GLEAMED ADEEGLM GLEAM, to shine with soft radiance [v] 

GLEAMER AEEGLMR one that gleams (to shine with soft radiance) [n -S] 

GLIMMER EGILMMR to shine faintly or unsteadily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GLIMPSE EGILMPS to see for instant [v -D, -SING, -S] 

GLINTED DEGILNT GLINT, to glitter (to sparkle (to give off or reflect flashes of light)) [v] 

GLISTEN EGILNST to shine by reflection [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GLISTER EGILRST to glisten (to shine by reflection) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GLITTER EGILRTT to sparkle (to give off or reflect flashes of light) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GLOOMED DEGLMOO GLOOM, to become dark [v] 
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GLOSSED DEGLOSS GLOSS, to make lustrous [v] 

GLOSSER EGLORSS one that glosses (to make lustrous) [n -S] 

GLOSSES EGLOSSS GLOSS, to make lustrous [v] 

GLOWFLY FGLLOWY firefly (luminous insect) [n -LIES] 

GLOWING GGILNOW GLOW, to emit light and heat [v] 

GLYCINS CGILNSY GLYCIN, compound used in photography [n] 

GLYCOLS CGLLOSY GLYCOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

GNOMONS GMNNOOS GNOMON, part of sundial [n] 

GRACKLE ACEGKLR blackbird [n -S] 

GRADATE AADEGRT to change by degrees [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GRAYEST AEGRSTY GRAY, of color between white and black [adj] 

GRAYOUT AGORTUY temporary blurring of vision [n -S] 

GRENADE ADEEGNR explosive device [n -S] 

GREYEST EEGRSTY GREY, gray (of color between white and black) [adj] 

GREYHEN EEGHNRY female black grouse [n -S] 

GUNFIRE EFGINRU firing of guns [n -S] 

GUNNING GGINNNU sport of hunting with gun [n -S] / GUN, to shoot with gun (portable firearm) [v] 

GUNSHOT GHNOSTU projectile fired from gun [n -S] 
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HALOING AGHILNO HALO, to form halo (ring of light) [v] 

HANDGUN ADGHNNU small firearm [n -S] 

HARDIES ADEHIRS HARDY, blacksmith's chisel [n] 

HAWKEYS AEHKSWY HAWKEY, hawkie (white-faced cow) [n] 

HAWKIES AEHIKSW HAWKIE, white-faced cow [n] 

HAZIEST AEHISTZ HAZY, unclear (not clear (clean and pure)) [adj] 

HEARTHS AEHHRST HEARTH, floor of fireplace [n] 

HIDABLE ABDEHIL able to be hidden [adj] 

HIDEOUT DEHIOTU place of refuge [n -S] 

HOARIER AEHIORR HOARY, white with age [adj] 

HOARILY AHILORY in hoary (white with age) manner [adv] 

HORIZON HINOORZ line where sky seems to meet earth [n -S] 
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IGNEOUS EGINOSU pertaining to fire [adj] 

IGNITED DEGIINT IGNITE, to set on fire [v] 

IGNITER EGIINRT one that ignites (to set on fire) [n -S] 

IGNITES EGIINST IGNITE, to set on fire [v] 

IGNITOR GIINORT igniter (one that ignites (to set on fire)) [n -S] 

ILLUMED DEILLMU ILLUME, to illuminate [v] 

ILLUMES EILLMSU ILLUME, to illuminate [v] 

IMAGING AGGIIMN action of producing visible representation [n -S] 

IMBLAZE ABEILMZ to emblaze (to set on fire) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

INBOXES BEINOSX INBOX, window in which electronic mail is displayed [n] 

INEXACT ACEINTX not exact (precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated)) [adj] 

INFLAME AEFILMN to set on fire [v -D, -MING, -S] 
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INSPECT CEINPST to look carefully at or over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSTARS AINRSST INSTAR, to adorn with stars [v] 

ISOHELS EHILOSS ISOHEL, line on map connecting points receiving equal sunshine [n] 

IVORIED DEIIORV IVORY, hard white substance found in elephant tusks [adj] 

IVORIES EIIORSV IVORY, hard white substance found in elephant tusks [n] 
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JAGGARY AAGGJRY jaggery (coarse, dark sugar) [n -RIES] 

JAGGERY AEGGJRY coarse, dark sugar [n -RIES] 

JETTIER EEIJRTT JETTY, having color jet black [adj] 

JEZAILS AEIJLSZ JEZAIL, type of firearm (weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder) [n] 

JUDASES ADEJSSU JUDAS, peephole (small opening through which one may look) [n] 
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KABOOMS ABKMOOS KABOOM, sound of loud explosion [n] 

KAOLINE AEIKLNO kaolin (fine white clay) [n -S] 

KAOLINS AIKLNOS KAOLIN, fine white clay [n] 

KELLIES EEIKLLS KELLY, bright green color [n] 

KELPING EGIKLNP KELP, to burn type of seaweed [v] 

KERMODE DEEKMOR type of black bear [n -S] 

KIDVIDS DDIIKSV KIDVID, television programs for children [n] 

KILORAD ADIKLOR unit of nuclear radiation [n -S] 

KINARAS AAIKNRS KINARA, candelabra with seven candlesticks [n] 

KINDLED DDEIKLN KINDLE, to cause to burn [v] 

KINDLER DEIKLNR one that kindles (to cause to burn) [n -S] 

KINDLES DEIKLNS KINDLE, to cause to burn [v] 

KUDLIKS DIKKLSU KUDLIK, Inuit oil lamp [n] 
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LAMBENT ABELMNT flickering lightly and gently over surface [adj] 

LAMBERT ABELMRT unit of brightness [n -S] 

LAMPADS AADLMPS LAMPAD, candlestick [n] 

LAMPING AGILMNP LAMP, to look at [v] 

LAMPION AILMNOP type of light-generating device [n -S] 

LAMPLIT AILLMPT lighted by lamp [adj] 

LANGLEY AEGLLNY unit of illumination [n -S] 

LANTERN AELNNRT protective case for light [n -S] 

LASERED ADEELRS LASER, to treat with laser (device that amplifies light waves) [v] 

LATENTS AELNSTT LATENT, barely visible fingerprint that can be developed for study [n] 

LEERING EEGILNR LEER, to look with sideways glance [v] 

LENSMAN AELMNNS photographer [n -MEN] 

LEUKONS EKLNOSU LEUKON, bodily organ consisting of white blood cells [n] 

LICHTED CDEHILT LICHT, to light (to illuminate) [v] 

LIGHTED DEGHILT LIGHT, to illuminate [v] 

LIGROIN GIILNOR flammable liquid [n -S] 
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LINKBOY BIKLNOY man or boy hired to carry torch to light way along dark streets [n -S] 

LINKMAN AIKLMNN linkboy (man or boy hired to carry torch to light way along dark streets) [n -MEN] 

LISTBOX BILOSTX box on computer screen that contains list of options [n -ES] 

LOOKERS EKLOORS LOOKER, one that looks (to use one's eyes in seeing) [n] 

LOOKERS EKLOORS LOOKER, one that looks (to use one's eyes in seeing) [n] 

LOOKING GIKLNOO LOOK, to use one's eyes in seeing [v] 

LOOKING GIKLNOO LOOK, to use one's eyes in seeing [v] 

LOOKISM IKLMOOS discrimination based on physical appearance [n -S] 

LOOKIST IKLOOST one that practices lookism [n -S] 

LOOKITS IKLOOST LOOKIT, to look at [v] 

LOOKOUT KLOOOTU one engaged in keeping watch [n -S] 

LOOKUPS KLOOPSU LOOKUP, process of looking something up [n] 

LOURING GILNORU LOUR, to lower (to appear dark and threatening) [v] 

LOUVERS ELORSUV LOUVER, type of window [n] 

LOUVRED DELORUV LOUVRE, louver (type of window) [adj] 

LOUVRES ELORSUV LOUVRE, louver (type of window) [n] 

LOVEBUG BEGLOUV small black fly that swarms along highways [n -S] 

LOWERED DEELORW LOWER, to appear dark and threatening [v] 

LUCARNE ACELNRU type of window [n -S] 

LUCENCE CCEELNU lucency (quality of being lucent (giving off light)) [n -S] 

LUCENCY CCELNUY quality of being lucent (giving off light) [n -CIES] 

LUCIFER CEFILRU friction match [n -S] 

LURKERS EKLRRSU LURKER, one that lurks (to wait in concealment) [n] 

LURKING GIKLNRU LURK, to wait in concealment [v] 

LUSTERS ELRSSTU LUSTER, to make or become lustrous [v] 

LUSTRED DELRSTU LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v] 

LUSTRES ELRSSTU LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v] 

LUTEOUS ELOSTUU light to moderate greenish yellow in color [adj] 

LUTHERN EHLNRTU type of window [n -S] 

LYDDITE DDEILTY explosive [n -S] 
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MADEIRA AADEIMR white wine [n -S] 

MADUROS ADMORSU MADURO, dark-colored, relatively strong cigar [n] 

MALMSEY AELMMSY white wine [n -S] 

MANCHET ACEHMNT small loaf of fine white bread [n -S] 

MANNITE AEIMNNT mannitol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [n -S] 

MANTELS AELMNST MANTEL, shelf above fireplace [n] 

MANTLED ADELMNT MANTLE, to cloak (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [v] 

MANTLES AELMNST MANTLE, to cloak (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [v] 

MANTLET AELMNTT mantelet (mobile screen used to protect soldiers) [n -S] 

MARKERS AEKMRRS MARKER, one that marks (to make visible impression on) [n] 

MARKING AGIKMNR MARK, to make visible impression on [v] 

MEGATON AEGMNOT unit of explosive force [n -S] 

MELAENA AAEELMN melena (condition marked by black tarry stool) [n -S] 

MELANIN AEILMNN dark pigment [n -S] 
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MELENAS AEELMNS MELENA, condition marked by black tarry stool [n] 

MENORAH AEHMNOR candleholder used in Jewish worship [n -S] 

MENTHOL EHLMNOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

MEROPIA AEIMOPR partial blindness [n -S] 

MEROPIC CEIMOPR MEROPIA, partial blindness [adj] 

MESTEES EEEMSST MESTEE, mustee (octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry)) [n] 

METHANE AEEHMNT flammable gas [n -S] 

MINICAM ACIIMMN small portable television camera [n -S] 

MINIVER EIIMNRV white fur [n -S] 

MIRADOR ADIMORR architectural feature designed to afford extensive view [n -S] 

MIRAGES AEGIMRS MIRAGE, type of optical illusion [n] 

MIRKEST EIKMRST MIRK, murk (dark (having little or no light)) [adj] 

MIRKIER EIIKMRR MIRKY, murky (dark (having little or no light)) [adj] 

MIRKILY IIKLMRY MIRKY, murky (dark (having little or no light)) [adv] 

MISFIRE EFIIMRS to fail to fire [v -D, -RING, -S] 

MISREAD ADEIMRS to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) incorrectly [v MISREAD, -ING, -S] 

MISTBOW BIMOSTW fogbow (nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog) [n -S] 

MISTIER EIIMRST MISTY, blurry (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [adj] 

MISTILY IILMSTY in misty (blurry (unclear (not clear))) manner [adv] 

MOONBOW BMNOOOW rainbow formed by light from moon [n -S] 

MOONDOG DGMNOOO bright spot in sky formed by moonlight [n -S] 

MOONLIT ILMNOOT lighted by moon [adj] 

MORNAYS AMNORSY MORNAY, cheese-flavored white sauce [n] 

MOSELLE EELLMOS medium-dry white wine [n -S] 

MOVIOLA AILMOOV movieola (device for viewing and editing film) [n -S] 

MUDCAPS ACDMPSU MUDCAP, to cover explosive with mud before detonating [v] 

MUGSHOT GHMOSTU photograph of person's face for official records [n -S] 

MUNNION IMNNNOU muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n -S] 

MUNTING GIMNNTU muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n -S] 

MUNTINS IMNNSTU MUNTIN, dividing strip for window panes [n] 

MURKEST EKMRSTU MURK, dark (having little or no light) [adj] 

MURKIER EIKMRRU MURKY, dark (having little or no light) [adj] 

MURKILY IKLMRUY MURKY, dark (having little or no light) [adv] 

MURREYS EMRRSUY MURREY, dark purple color [n] 

MUSCATS ACMSSTU MUSCAT, sweet, white grape [n] 

MUSKETS EKMSSTU MUSKET, type of firearm (weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder) [n] 

MUSTEES EEMSSTU MUSTEE, octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry) [n] 
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NAPALMS AALMNPS NAPALM, to assault with type of incendiary bomb [v] 

NEGROID DEGINOR member of black race [n -S] 

NICOISE CEIINOS served with black olives, tomatoes, olive oil, and often anchovies [adj] 

NIELLOS EILLNOS NIELLO, black metallic substance [n] / NIELLO, to decorate with niello [v] 

NIGRIFY FGIINRY to make black [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 
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OBSCURE BCEORSU dark or indistinct [adj -R, -ST] / to make obscure [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OBSERVE BEEORSV to look attentively [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OCCULTS CCLOSTU OCCULT, to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v] 

OCTANOL ACLNOOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

OCULARS ACLORSU OCULAR, eyepiece (lens or lens group nearest eye in optical instrument) [n] 

OLOROSO LOOOORS dark sherry [n -S] 

ONSTAGE AEGNOST being on part of stage visible to audience [adj] 

OOLONGS GLNOOOS OOLONG, dark Chinese tea [n] 

OPACITY ACIOPTY something that is opaque [n -TIES] 

OPALINE AEILNOP opaque white glass [n -S] 

OPAQUED ADEOPQU OPAQUE, to make opaque (impervious to light) [v] 

OPAQUER AEOPQRU OPAQUE, impervious to light [adj] 

OPAQUES ADEOPQU OPAQUE, to make opaque (impervious to light) [v] 

OPENEST EENOPST OPEN, affording unobstructed access, passage, or view [adj] 

OPTICAL ACILOPT pertaining to sight [adj] 

OUTBURN BNORTUU to burn longer than [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTFIRE EFIORTU to surpass in firing [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTGLOW GLOOTUW to surpass in glowing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTGUNS GNOSTUU OUTGUN, to surpass in firepower [v] 

OUTSEEN EENOSTU OUTSEE, to see beyond [v] 

OUTSEES EEOSSTU OUTSEE, to see beyond [v] 

OVERLIT EILORTV OVERLIGHT, to light excessively [v] 

OVERSEE EEEORSV to watch over and direct [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERTLY ELORTVY in overt (open to view) manner [adv] 
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PARIANS AAINPRS PARIAN, hard, white porcelain [n] 

PASCHAL AACHLPS candle used in certain religious ceremonies [n -S] 

PASTEUP AEPPSTU finished copy to be photographed for making printing plate [n -S] 

PEEKING EEGIKNP PEEK, to look furtively or quickly [v] 

PEERING EEGINPR PEER, to look narrowly or searchingly [v] 

PENLITE EEILNPT penlight (small flashlight) [n -S] 

PERIQUE EEIPQRU dark tobacco [n -S] 

PERUSAL AELPRSU act of perusing (to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed)) [n -S] 

PERUSED DEEPRSU PERUSE, to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [v] 

PERUSER EEPRRSU one that peruses (to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed)) [n -S] 

PERUSES EEPRSSU PERUSE, to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [v] 

PETARDS ADEPRST PETARD, explosive device [n] 

PHOEBUS BEHOPSU sun [n -ES] 

PHOTICS CHIOPST science of light [n PHOTICS] 

PHOTINO HINOOPT hypothetical elementary particle [n -S] 

PHOTOED DEHOOPT PHOTO, to photograph [v] 

PHOTOGS GHOOPST PHOTOG, one who takes photographs [n] 

PHOTONS HNOOPST PHOTON, elementary particle [n] 

PHYTOLS HLOPSTY PHYTOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

PICCATA AACCIPT dish of veal cutlets with sauce of lemon, white wine, and butter [n -S] 
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PICEOUS CEIOPSU glossy-black in color [adj] 

PILSNER EILNPRS light beer [n -S] 

PINITOL IILNOPT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

PINSPOT INOPPST to illuminate with tight spotlight [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PISTOLS ILOPSST PISTOL, to shoot with small firearm [v] 

PITFALL AFILLPT hidden danger or difficulty [n -S] 

PLAINER AEILNPR PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj] 

PLAINLY AILLNPY PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adv] 

PLUGOLA AGLLOPU free incidental advertising on radio or television [n -S] 

POBLANO ABLNOOP mild, dark-green chili pepper [n -S] 

PRECISE CEEIPRS sharply and clearly defined or stated [adj, -R, -ST] 

PREFIRE EEFIPRR to fire beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PREVIEW EEIPRVW to view or exhibit in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREVISE EEIPRSV to foresee (to see in advance) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PREVUED DEEPRUV PREVUE, to preview (to view or exhibit in advance) [v] 

PREVUES EEPRSUV PREVUE, to preview (to view or exhibit in advance) [v] 

PRICKET CEIKPRT spike for holding candle upright [n -S] 

PROPANE AENOPPR flammable gas [n -S] 

PROPENE EENOPPR flammable gas [n -S] 

PYRIDIC CDIIPRY PYRIDINE, flammable liquid [adj] 
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QULLIQS ILLQQSU QULLIQ, kudlik (Inuit oil lamp) [n] 
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RASTERS AERRSST RASTER, area reproducing images on picture tube of television set [n] 

RAVENER AEENRRV RAVEN, glossy black [adj] 

RAYLIKE AEIKLRY resembling narrow beam of light [adj] 

READERS ADEERRS READER, one that reads (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [n] 

READING ADEGINR READ, to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed [v] 

REDEARS ADEERRS REDEAR, common sunfish [n] 

REFIRED DEEFIRR REFIRE, to fire again [v] 

REFIRES EEFIRRS REFIRE, to fire again [v] 

REFLETS EEFLRST REFLET, special brilliance of surface [n] 

REFRACT ACEFRRT to deflect in particular manner, as ray of light [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGARDS ADEGRRS REGARD, to look upon with particular feeling [v] 

REGLOWS EGLORSW REGLOW, to glow again [v] 

REISHIS EHIIRSS REISHI, mushroom having shiny cap [n] 

RELOOKS EKLOORS RELOOK, to look again [v] 

RELUMED DEELMRU RELUME, to light again [v] 

RELUMES EELMRSU RELUME, to light again [v] 

REREDOS DEEORRS ornamental screen behind altar [n -ES] 

RESAWED ADEERSW RESAW, RESEE, to see again [v] 

RESEAUS AEERSSU RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n] 

RESEAUX AEERSUX RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n] 

RESHINE EEHINRS to shine again [v -D, -HONE, -NING, -S] 
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RESIGHT EGHIRST to sight again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETICLE CEEILRT network of lines in eyepiece of optical instrument [n -S] 

REVIEWS EEIRSVW REVIEW, to view again [v] 

RIBIERS BEIIRRS RIBIER, large, black grape [n] 

RIMFIRE EFIIMRR cartridge having primer set in rim of shell [n -S] 

RINSERS EINRRSS RINSER, one that rinses (to cleanse with clear water) [n] 

RINSING GIINNRS act of one that rinses [n -S] / RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [v] 

RUBBERS BBERRSU RUBBER, to stretch one's neck in looking at something [v] 
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SABLEST ABELSST SABLE, dark, gloomy [adj] 

SALVOED ADELOSV SALVO, to discharge firearms simultaneously [v] 

SALVOES AELOSSV SALVO, to discharge firearms simultaneously [v] 

SAMBOES ABEMOSS SAMBO, Latin American of mixed black and Indian ancestry [n] 

SAMOYED ADEMOSY any of Siberian breed of medium-sized white or cream-colored sled dogs [n -S] 

SAROSES AEORSSS SAROS, eclipse cycle of sun and moon [n] 

SATORIS AIORSST SATORI, illumination of spirit sought by Zen Buddhists [n] 

SCARABS AABCRSS SCARAB, large, black beetle [n] 

SCENERY CEENRSY picturesque landscape or view [n -RIES] 

SCLERAE ACEELRS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [n] 

SCLERAL ACELLRS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [adj] 

SCLERAS ACELRSS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [n] 

SCOPING CGINOPS SCOPE, to look at in order to evaluate [v] 

SCOTOMA ACMOOST blind spot in field of vision [n -S, -TA] 

SCOWDER CDEORSW to scouther (to scorch (to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCREENS CEENRSS SCREEN, to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect) [v] 

SCROLLS CLLORSS SCROLL, to move text across display screen [v] 

SEADOGS ADEGOSS SEADOG, fogbow (nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog) [n] 

SEARING AEGINRS SEAR, to burn surface of [v] 

SEEABLE ABEEELS SEE, to perceive with eyes [adj] 

SEEINGS EEGINSS SEEING, act of one that sees [n] 

SEEMINGS EEGIMNS outward appearance [n -S] 

SEMIMAT AEIMMST having slight luster [adj] 

SENOPIA AEINOPS improvement of near vision [n -S] 

SEQUINS EINQSSU SEQUIN, to affix sequins (shiny ornamental discs) to [v] 

SEREINS EEINRSS SEREIN, fine rain falling from apparently clear sky [n] 

SEROMAS AEMORSS SEROMA, postsurgical subcutaneous accumulation of clear fluid [n] 

SHADERS ADEHRSS SHADER, one that shades (to screen from light or heat) [n] 

SHADING ADGHINS protection against light or heat [n -S] / SHADE, to screen from light or heat [v] 

SHADOWS ADHOSSW SHADOW, to make dark or gloomy [v] 

SHADOWY ADHOSWY dark (having little or no light) [adj -WIER, -WIEST] 

SHAWING AGHINSW SHAW, to show (to cause or permit to be seen) [v] 

SHEENED DEEEHNS SHEEN, to shine (to emit light) [v] 

SHEWERS EEHRSSW SHEWER, one that shews (to show (to cause or permit to be seen)) [n] 

SHEWING EGHINSW SHEW, to show (to cause or permit to be seen) [v] 

SHIMMER EHIMMRS to glimmer (to shine faintly or unsteadily) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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SHINERS EHINRSS SHINER, one that shines (to emit light) [n] 

SHINIER EHIINRS SHINY, filled with light [adj] 

SHINILY HIILNSY in shiny (filled with light) manner [adv] 

SHINING GHIINNS emitting or reflecting light [adj] / SHINE, to emit light [v] 

SHINOLA AHILNOS trademark [n -S] 

SHITAKE AEHIKST shiitake (dark Oriental mushroom) [n -S] 

SHOWIER EHIORSW SHOWY, making great or brilliant display [adj] 

SHOWILY HILOSWY in showy (making great or brilliant display) manner [adv] 

SHOWING GHINOSW exhibition or display [n -S] / SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen [v] 

SHUTTER EHRSTTU to provide with shutters (hinged window covers) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SIAMANG AAGIMNS large, black gibbon [n -S] 

SIGHTED DEGHIST SIGHT, to observe or notice [v] 

SIGHTER EGHIRST one that sights (to observe or notice) [n -S] 

SIGHTLY GHILSTY pleasing to look at [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SITCOMS CIMOSST SITCOM, television comedy series with continuing characters [n] 

SIZZLED DEILSZZ SIZZLE, to burn or fry with hissing sound [v] 

SIZZLES EILSSZZ SIZZLE, to burn or fry with hissing sound [v] 

SKETCHY CEHKSTY lacking in completeness or clearness [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SKYGLOW GKLOSWY glow in night sky resulting from urban lights [n -S] 

SKYLINE EIKLNSY horizon (line where sky seems to meet earth) [n -S] 

SMEEKED DEEEKMS SMEEK, to smoke (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [v] 

SMOKERS EKMORSS SMOKER, one that smokes (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [n] 

SMOKING GIKMNOS inhaling and exhaling of smoke of tobacco or drug [n -S] / SMOKE, to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials) [v] 

SOAPERS AEOPRSS SOAPER, serial melodrama on radio or television [n] 

SOLUNAR ALNORSU listing rising and setting times of sun and moon [adj] 

SOMBRER BEMORRS SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj] 

SONSIER EINORSS SONSIE, sonsy (comely (pleasing to look at)) [adj] / SONSY [adj] 

SOOTING GINOOST SOOT, to cover with soot (black substance produced by combustion) [v] 

SPANGLE AEGLNPS to adorn with spangles (bits of sparkling metal) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPARKED ADEKPRS SPARK, to give off sparks (small fiery particles) [v] 

SPARKER AEKPRRS something that sparks (to give off sparks (small fiery particles)) [n -S] 

SPARKLE AEKLPRS to give off or reflect flashes of light [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPARKLY AKLPRSY tending to sparkle [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPECTER CEEPRST visible disembodied spirit [n -S] 

SPECTRA ACEPRST SPECTRUM, array of components of light wave [n] 

SPECTRE CEEPRST specter (visible disembodied spirit) [n -S] 

SPLASHY AHLPSSY showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj -HIER, HIEST] 

SPOTLIT ILOPSTT SPOTLIGHT, to light with or as if with spotlight (projected spot of light used to illuminate brilliantly person, object, or group on stage) [v] 

SPUNKED DEKNPSU SPUNK, to begin to burn [v] 

SPUNKIE EIKNPSU light caused by combustion of marsh gas [n -S] 

SQUINCH CHINQSU to squint (to look with eyes partly closed) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SQUINNY INNQSUY squinty (marked by squinting) [adj -NNIER, -NNIEST] / to squint (to look with eyes partly closed) [v -NNIED, -ING, -NNIES] 

SQUINTS INQSSTU SQUINT, to look with eyes partly closed [v] 

STAGING AGGINST STAGE, to produce for public view [v] 

STARLET AELRSTT small star [n -S] 

STARLIT AILRSTT lighted by stars [adj] 

STARRED ADERRST STAR, to shine as star (natural luminous body visible in sky) [v] 
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STATICS ACISSTT STATIC, random noise produced in radio or television receiver [n] 

STELLAR AELLRST pertaining to stars [adj] 

STONKED DEKNOST STONK, to bombard with artillery fire [v] 

STRAFED ADEFRST STRAFE, to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane [v] 

STRAFER AEFRRST one that strafes (to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane) [n -S] 

STRAFES AEFRSST STRAFE, to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane [v] 

STROBED BDEORST STROBE, to produce brief, high-intensity flashes of light [v] 

STROBES BEORSST STROBE, to produce brief, high-intensity flashes of light [v] 

STYGIAN AGINSTY gloomy (dismally dark) [adj] 

SUBBING BBGINSU thin coating on support of photographic film [n -S]  

SUBFUSC BCFSSUU dark dull clothing [n -S] 

SUNBACK ABCKNSU cut low to expose back to sunlight [adj] 

SUNBATH ABHNSTU exposure to sunlight [n -S] 

SUNBEAM ABEMNSU beam of sunlight [n -S] 

SUNBEDS BDENSSU SUNBED, device for acquiring tan skin artificially [n] 

SUNBELT BELNSTU southern and southwestern states of U.S. [n -S] 

SUNBIRD BDINRSU tropical bird [n -S] 

SUNBOWS BNOSSUW SUNBOW, arc of spectral colors formed by sun shining through mist [n] 

SUNBURN BNNRSUU to burn or discolor from exposure to sun [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

SUNCARE ACENRSU protection of skin from damage by sun [n -S] 

SUNDAES ADENSSU SUNDAE, dish of ice cream served with topping [n] 

SUNDECK CDEKNSU deck that is exposed to sun [n -S] 

SUNDEWS DENSSUW SUNDEW, marsh plant [n] 

SUNDIAL ADILNSU type of time-telling device [n -S] 

SUNDOGS DGNOSSU SUNDOG, small rainbow [n] 

SUNDOWN DNNOSUW to experience nighttime confusion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUNFAST AFNSSTU resistant to fading by sun [adj] 

SUNFISH FHINSSU marine fish [n -ES] 

SUNGLOW GLNOSUW glow in sky caused by sun [n -S] 

SUNLAMP ALMNPSU lamp that radiates ultraviolet rays [n -S] 

SUNLAND ADLNNSU area marked by great amount of sunshine [n -S] 

SUNLESS ELNSSSU having no sunlight [adj] 

SUNLIKE EIKLNSU resembling sun [adj] 

SUNNIER EINNRSU SUNNY, filled with sunlight [adj] 

SUNNILY ILNNSUY SUNNY, filled with sunlight [adv] 

SUNNING GINNNSU SUN, to expose to sun (star around which earth revolves) [v] 

SUNRAYS ANRSSUY SUNRAY, ray of sunlight [n] 

SUNRISE EINRSSU ascent of sun above horizon in morning [n -S] 

SUNROOF FNOORSU automobile roof having openable panel [n -S] 

SUNROOM MNOORSU room built to admit great amount of sunlight [n -S] 

SUNSETS ENSSSTU SUNSET, to end (to terminate) [v] 

SUNSPOT NOPSSTU dark spot on surface of sun [n -S] 

SUNSTAR ANRSSTU type of starfish (star-shaped marine animal) [n -S] 

SUNSUIT INSSTUU type of playsuit (sports outfit for women and children) [n -S] 

SUNTANS ANNSSTU SUNTAN, to become tan [v] 

SUNTRAP ANPRSTU pleasantly sunny sheltered place [n -S] 

SUNWARD ADNRSUW toward sun [adv] 
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SWARTHY AHRSTWY having dark complexion [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SWEEPER EEEPRSW one that sweeps (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [n -S] 

SWEVENS EENSSVW SWEVEN, dream or vision [n] 

SWIDDEN DDEINSW agricultural plot produced by burning off vegetative cover [n -S] 

SYZYGAL AGLSYYZ SYZYGY, configuration of earth, moon, and sun lying in straight line [adj] 
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TANAGER AAEGNRT brightly colored bird [n -S] 

TANNEST AENNSTT TAN, brown from sun's rays [adj] 

TAPERER AEEPRRT one that carries candle in religious procession [n -S] 

TARDYON ADNORTY subatomic particle that travels slower than speed of light [n -S] 

TARNISH AHINRST to dull luster of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

TARRING AGINRRT TAR, to cover with tar (black viscous liquid) [v] 

TASKBAR AABKRST row of graphical controls on computer screen [n -S] 

TAWNEYS AENSTWY TAWNEY, tawny (light brown color) [n] 

TAWNIER AEINRTW TAWNY, light brown [adj] 

TAWNIES AEINSTW TAWNY, light brown color [n] 

TAWNILY AILNTWY TAWNY, light brown [adv] 

TEEVEES EEEESTV TEEVEE, television [n] 

TELLIES EEILLST TELLY, television set [n] 

TESTUDO DEOSTTU portable screen used as shield by ancient Romans [n -DINES, -S] 

TINTYPE EINPTTY kind of photograph [n -S] 

TOKAMAK AAKKMOT doughnut-shaped nuclear reactor [n -S] 

TOKOMAK AKKMOOT tokamak (doughnut-shaped nuclear reactor) [n -S] 

TOLUENE EELNOTU flammable liquid [n -S] 

TOLUOLE ELLOOTU toluol (toluene (flammable liquid)) [n -S] 

TOLUOLS LLOOSTU TOLUOL, toluene (flammable liquid) [n] 

TOOLBAR ABLOORT row of icons on computer screen that activate functions [n -S] 

TORCHED CDEHORT TORCH, to set on fire [v] 

TORCHES CEHORST TORCH, to set on fire [v] 

TOWHEAD ADEHOTW head of light blond hair [n -S] 

TRANSOM AMNORST small window above door or another window [n -S] 

TROFFER EFFORRT fixture for fluorescent lighting [n -S] 

TROLAND ADLNORT unit of measurement of retinal response to light [n -S] 

TROTYLS LORSTTY TROTYL, explosive [n] 

TSOTSIS IOSSSTT TSOTSI, black African urban criminal [n] 

TWIGGED DEGGITW TWIG, to observe (to look attentively) [v] 

TWINKLE EIKLNTW to shine with flickering or sparkling light [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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UGLIEST EGILSTU UGLY, displeasing to sight [adj] 

UNBLIND BDILNNU to free from blindness or illusion [v -ED, -ING, -S 

UNBURNT BNNRTUU not burnt (to destroy by fire) [adj] 

UNCLEAR ACELNRU not clear (clean and pure) [adj -ER, -EST] 

UNFADED ADDEFNU not faded (to lose color or brightness) [adj] 

UNFIRED DEFINRU not fired (to project by discharging from gun) [adj] 
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UNSIGHT GHINSTU to prevent from seeing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSWEPT ENPSTUW not swept (to clear or clean with a brush or broom) [adj] 

UNWHITE EHINTUW not white (of color of pure snow) [adj] 
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VAILING AGIILNV VAIL, to lower (to appear dark and threatening) [v] 

VAPORED ADEOPRV VAPOR, to emit vapor (visible floating moisture) [v] 

VAPORER AEOPRRV one that vapors (to emit vapor (visible floating moisture)) [n -S] 

VAPOURS AOPRSUV VAPOUR, to vapor (to emit vapor (visible floating moisture)) [v] 

VARNISH AHINRSV to give glossy appearance to [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

VESTIGE EEGISTV visible sign of something that is no longer in existence [n -S] 

VIDICON CDIINOV type of television camera tube [n -S] 

VIDIOTS DIIOSTV VIDIOT, habitual, undiscriminating viewer of television [n] 

VIEWERS EEIRSVW VIEWER, one that views (to look at) [n] 

VIEWIER EEIIRVW VIEWY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

VIEWING EGIINVW act of seeing, watching, or looking [n -S] / VIEW, to look at [v] 

VISIBLE BEIILSV someone that can be seen [n -S] 

VISIBLY BIILSVY in manner capable of being seen [adv] 

VISIONS IINOSSV VISION, to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v] 

VISTAED ADEISTV VISTA, distant view [adj] 

VIVIDER DEIIRVV VIVID, strikingly bright or intense [adj] 

VIVIDLY DIILVVY VIVID, strikingly bright or intense [adv] 

VOMITOS IMOOSTV VOMITO, black vomit of yellow fever [n] 

VOTIVES EIOSTVV VOTIVE, small squat candle [n] 

VOUVRAY AORUVVY  French white wine [n -S] 

VOYEURS EORSUVY VOYEUR, one who is sexually gratified by looking at sexual objects or acts [n] 
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WALLEYE AEELLWY eye having white cornea [n -S] 

WARHEAD AADEHRW front part of missile containing explosive [n -S] 

WEEKDAY ADEEKWY any day of week except Saturday and Sunday [n -S] 

WHITELY EHILTWY in white (of color of pure snow) manner [adv] 

WHITENS EHINSTW WHITEN, to make white [v] 

WHITEST EHISTTW WHITE, of color of pure snow [adj] 

WHITIER EHIIRTW WHITY, whitish (somewhat white) [adj] 

WHITING GHIINTW marine food fish [n -S] / WHITE, to whiten (to make white) [v] 

WHITISH HHIISTW somewhat white [adj] 

WINDOWS DINOSWW WINDOW, to provide with window (opening in wall to admit light and air) [v] 

WINDOWY DINOWWY having many windows [adj] 

WINNOCK CIKNNOW window [n -S] 

WITNESS EINSSTW to see or know by personal experience [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WOODBIN BDINOOW bin for holding firewood [n -S] 

WOODBOX BDOOOWX woodbin (bin for holding firewood) [n -ES] 

WYSIWYG GISWWYY denoting text on display screen that exactly corresponds to its appearance on printout [adj] 
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X 

XYLENES EELNSXY XYLENE, flammable hydrocarbon [n] 

XYLITOL ILLOTXY alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 
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ZIZZLED DEILZZZ ZIZZLE, to sizzle (to burn or fry with hissing sound) [v] 

ZIZZLES EILSZZZ ZIZZLE, to sizzle (to burn or fry with hissing sound) [v] 
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	ACETALS AACELST ACETAL, flammable liquid [n]
	ACETONE ACEENOT flammable liquid [n -S]
	ACRONIC ACCINOR occurring at sunset [adj]
	AIRGLOW AGILORW glow in upper atmosphere [n -S]
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	BELUGAS ABEGLSU BELUGA, white sturgeon [n]
	BESMUTS BEMSSTU BESMUT, to blacken with smut [v]
	BIFOCAL ABCFILO type of lens (piece of transparent material used in changing convergence of light rays) [n -S]
	BIVINYL BIILNVY flammable gas used in making synthetic rubber [n -S]
	BLACKED ABCDEKL BLACK, to make black [v]
	BLACKEN ABCEKLN to make black [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	BLACKER ABCEKLR BLACK, being of darkest color [adj]
	BLACKLY ABCKLLY in black (being of darkest color) manner [adv]
	BLAZING ABGILNZ BLAZE, to burn brightly [v]
	BLENDES BDEELNS BLENDE, shiny mineral [n]
	BLINDED BDDEILN BLIND, to make sightless [v]
	BLINDER BDEILNR BLIND, sightless [adj] / obstruction to sight [n -S]
	BLINDLY BDILLNY in blind (sightless) manner [adv]
	BLINKER BEIKLNR to put blinders on [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	BLONDER BDELNOR BLOND, light-colored [adj]
	BLOWUPS BLOPSUW BLOWUP, explosion [n]
	BLURRED BDELRRU BLUR, to make unclear [v]
	BOBECHE BBCEEHO glass collar on candle holder [n -S]
	BOMBARD ABBDMOR to bomb (to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles)) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	BOMBERS BBEMORS BOMBER, one that bombs (to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles)) [n]
	BOMBING BBGIMNO attack with bombs [n -S] / BOMB, to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles) [v]
	BOMBLET BBELMOT small bomb [n -S]
	BONFIRE BEFINOR open fire [n -S]
	BORACES ABCEORS BORAX, white crystalline compound [n]
	BORAXES ABEORSX BORAX, white crystalline compound [n]
	BORNEOL BELNOOR alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S]
	BOUGIES BEGIOSU BOUGIE, wax candle [n]
	BRAILLE ABEILLR to write in braille (raised writing for blind) [v -D, -LLING, -S]
	BRIGHTS BGHIRST BRIGHT, light-hued tobacco [n]
	BRILLER BEILLRR BRILL, brilliant [adj]
	BRILLOS BILLORS BRILLO, trademark [n]
	BRISANT ABINRST BRISANCE, shattering effect of explosive [adj]
	BROOMED BDEMOOR BROOM, to sweep (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [v]
	BROWNER BENORRW BROWN, of dark color [adj]
	BROWSED BDEORSW BROWSE, to look at casually [v]
	BROWSER BEORRSW one that browses (to look at casually) [n -S]
	BROWSES BEORSSW BROWSE, to look at casually [v]
	BRUNETS BENRSTU BRUNET, dark-haired male [n]
	BUPPIES BEIPPSU BUPPIE, black professional person working in city [n] / BUPPY [n]
	BURLEYS BELRSUY BURLEY, light tobacco [n]
	BURNERS BENRRSU BURNER, one that burns (to destroy by fire) [n]
	BURNING BGINNRU firing of ceramic materials [n -S] / BURN, to destroy by fire [v]
	BURNISH BHINRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	BURNOUT BNORTUU destructive fire [n -S]
	BUTANES ABENSTU BUTANE, flammable gas [n]
	BUTANOL ABLNOTU flammable alcohol [n -S]
	C
	CADELLE ACDEELL small, black beetle [n -S]
	CAMPHOL ACHLMOP borneol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [n -S]
	CANDELA AACDELN unit of light intensity [n -S]
	CANDENT ACDENNT glowing [adj]
	CANDIDS ACDDINS CANDID, unposed photograph [n]
	CANDLED ACDDELN CANDLE, to examine eggs in front of light [v]
	CANDLER ACDELNR one that candles (to examine eggs in front of light) [n -S]
	CANDLES ACDELNS CANDLE, to examine eggs in front of light [v]
	CANNONS ACNNNOS CANNON, to fire cannon (heavy firearm) [v]
	CARCELS ACCELRS CARCEL, unit of illumination [n]
	CENSERS CEENRSS CENSER, vessel for burning incense [n]
	CEPHEID CDEEHIP giant star [n -S]
	CHARKED ACDEHKR CHARK, to char (to burn slightly) [v]
	CHARRED ACDEHRR CHAR, to burn slightly [v]
	CHECKED CCDEEHK CHECK, to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v]
	CHEDITE CDEEHIT explosive [n -S]
	CLARIFY ACFILRY to make clear [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	CLARITY ACILRTY state of being clear (clean and pure) [n -TIES]
	CLEARED ACDEELR CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v]
	CLEARER ACEELRR one that clears (to remove obstructions) [n -S]
	CLEARLY ACELLRY in clear (clean and pure) manner [adv]
	CLINKER CEIKLNR to form fused residue in burning [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	CLOAKED ACDEKLO CLOAK, to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v]
	CLOSEUP CELOPSU photograph taken at close range [n -S]
	CLOUDED CDDELOU CLOUD, to cover with clouds (masses of visible vapor) [v]
	COLLIED CDEILLO COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v]
	COLLIES CEILLOS COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v]
	COLTANS ACLNOST COLTAN, black ore containing columbite and tantalite [n]
	COMATIC ACCIMOT having blurred vision as result of coma [adj]
	COMBUST BCMOSTU to burn (to destroy by fire) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	CONCEAL ACCELNO to keep from sight or discovery [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	CONDONE CDENNOO to forgive or overlook [v -D, -NING, -S]
	CORDITE CDEIORT explosive powder [n -S]
	CORONAE ACENOOR CORONA, luminous circle around celestial body [n]
	CORONAS ACNOORS CORONA, luminous circle around celestial body [n]
	COWBIRD BCDIORW blackbird [n -S]
	COWPEAS ACEOPSW COWPEA, black-eyed pea [n]
	CREMATE ACEEMRT to reduce to ashes by burning [v -D, -TING, -S]
	CRESSET CEERSST metal cup for burning oil [n -S]
	CURSORS CORRSSU CURSOR, light indicator on computer display [n]
	CUTOVER CEORTUV land cleared of trees [n -S]
	D
	DACITES ACDEIST DACITE, light gray rock [n]
	DARKENS ADEKNRS DARKEN, to make dark [v]
	DARKEST ADEKRST DARK, having little or no light [adj]
	DARKING ADGIKNR DARK, to darken (to make dark) [v]
	DARKISH ADHIKRS somewhat dark [adj]
	DARKLED ADDEKLR DARKLE, to become dark [v]
	DARKLES ADEKLRS DARKLE, to become dark [v]
	DAWNING ADGINNW daybreak (first appearance of light in morning) [n -S] / DAWN, to begin to grow light in morning [v]
	DAYGLOW ADGLOWY airglow seen during day [n -S]
	DAYSIDE ADDEISY sun side of planet or moon [n -S]
	DAYSTAR AADRSTY planet visible in east just before sunrise [n -S]
	DAYTIME ADEIMTY day (time between sunrise and sunset) [n -S]
	DAZZLED ADDELZZ DAZZLE, to blind by bright light [v]
	DAZZLER ADELRZZ one that dazzles (to blind by bright light) [n -S]
	DAZZLES ADELSZZ DAZZLE, to blind by bright light [v]
	DEMINER DEEIMNR one that removes mines (explosive devices) [n -S]
	DIALING ADGIILN measurement of time by sundials [n -S]
	DIOXANE ADEINOX flammable liquid [n -S]
	DIOXANS ADINOSX DIOXAN, dioxane (flammable liquid) [n]
	DORBUGS BDGORSU DORBUG, dor (black European beetle) [n]
	DORMERS DEMORRS DORMER, type of window [n]
	DOTTELS DELOSTT DOTTEL, dottle (mass of half-burnt pipe tobacco) [n]
	DOTTLES DELOSTT DOTTLE, mass of half-burnt pipe tobacco [n]
	DOUTING DGINOTU DOUT, to extinguish (as fire) [v]
	DREDGED DDDEEGR DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v]
	DREDGER DDEEGRR one that dredges (to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud)) [n -S]
	DREDGES DDEEGRS DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v]
	DROSERA ADEORRS sundew (marsh plant) [n -S]
	DUNNITE DEINNTU explosive [n -S]
	DUSKIER DEIKRSU DUSKY, somewhat dark [adj]
	DUSKILY DIKLSUY DUSKY, somewhat dark [adv]
	DUSKING DGIKNSU DUSK, to become dark [v]
	DUSKISH DHIKSSU dusky (somewhat dark) [adj]
	E
	EBONISE BEEINOS to ebonize (to stain black in imitation of ebony) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	EBONIZE BEEINOZ to stain black in imitation of ebony [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	ECHELLE CEEEHLL device for spreading light into its component colors [n -S]
	EDIFIED DDEEFII EDIFY, to enlighten [v]
	EDIFIER DEEFIIR one that edifies (to enlighten) [n -S]
	EDIFIES DEEFIIS EDIFY, to enlighten [v]
	EFFULGE EEFFGLU to shine forth [v -D, -GING, -S]
	EMBLAZE ABEELMZ to set on fire [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	EMERGED DEEEGMR EMERGE, to come out into view [v]
	EMERGES EEEGMRS EMERGE, to come out into view [v]
	ENFLAME AEEFLMN to inflame (to set on fire) [v -D, -MING, -S]
	ENGILDS DEGILNS ENGILD, to brighten (to make bright) [v]
	ESPIALS AEILPSS ESPIAL, act of espying (to catch sight of) [n]
	ESPYING EGINPSY ESPY, to catch sight of [v]
	ETHANOL AEHLNOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S]
	ETHENES EEEHNST ETHENE, ethylene (flammable gas) [n]
	ETHYNES EEHNSTY ETHYNE, flammable gas [n]
	ETOILES EEILOST ETOILE, star [n]
	EVANISH AEHINSV to vanish (to disappear) [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	EVIDENT DEEINTV clear to vision or understanding [adj]
	EVINCED CDEEINV EVINCE, to show clearly [v]
	EVINCES CEEINSV EVINCE, to show clearly [v]
	EXACTER ACEERTX EXACT, precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated) [adj]
	EXACTLY ACELTXY in exact (precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated)) manner [adv]
	EXAMINE AEEIMNX to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v -D, -NING, -S]
	EXHIBIT BEHIITX to present for public viewing [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	EXPLODE DEELOPX to blow up [v -D, -DING, -S]
	EYELESS EEELSSY lacking eyes (organ of sight) [adj]
	EYELIKE EEEIKLY resembling eye (organ of sight) [adj]
	F
	FACULAE AACEFLU FACULA, unusually bright spot on sun's surface [n]
	FACULAR AACFLRU FACULA, unusually bright spot on sun's surface [adj]
	FADEDLY ADDEFLY FADE, to lose color or brightness [adv]
	FAINTLY AFILNTY in faint (lacking strength or vigor) manner [adv]
	FALLOUT AFLLOTU radioactive debris resulting from nuclear explosion [n -S]
	FERLIES EEFILRS FERLIE, strange sight [n] / FERLY [n]
	FIGTREE EEFGIRT tree that bears figs (soft, sweet dark fruits) [n -S]
	FILMILY FIILLMY in filmy (resembling or covered with film; hazy) manner [adv]
	FIREARM AEFIMRR weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder [n -S]
	FIREBOX BEFIORX chamber in which fuel is burned [n -S]
	FIREBUG BEFGIRU arsonist (one that commits arson) [n -S]
	FIREDOG DEFGIOR andiron (metal support for holding wood in fireplace) [n -S]
	FIREFLY EFFILRY luminous insect [n -LIES]
	FIRELIT EFIILRT lighted by firelight [adj]
	FIREMAN AEFIMNR man employed to extinguish fires [n -MEN]
	FIREPAN AEFINPR open pan for holding live coals [n -S]
	FIREPIT EFIIPRT depression dug in ground in which fire is made [n -S]
	FIREPOT EFIOPRT clay pot filled with burning items [n -S]
	FIRINGS FGIINRS FIRING, process of maturing ceramic products by heat [n]
	FLAMERS AEFLMRS FLAMER, one that flames (to burn brightly) [n]
	FLAMING AFGILMN FLAME, to burn brightly [v]
	FLARING AFGILNR FLARE, to burn with bright, wavering light [v]
	FLASHED ADEFHLS FLASH, to send forth sudden burst of light [v]
	FLASHER AEFHLRS one that flashes (to send forth sudden burst of light) [n -S]
	FLASHES AEFHLSS FLASH, to send forth sudden burst of light [v]
	FLINTED DEFILNT FLINT, to provide with flint (spark-producing rock) [v]
	FOGBOWS BFGOOSW FOGBOW, nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog [n]
	FOGDOGS DFGGOOS FOGDOG, fogbow (nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog) [n]
	FORESEE EEEFORS to see in advance [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S]
	FOXFIRE EFFIORX glow produced by certain fungi on decaying wood [n -S]
	FRESNEL EEFLNRS type of lens used in lights [n -S]
	FULGENT EFGLNTU shining brightly [adj]
	FULMINE EFILMNU to explode loudly [v -D, -NING, -S]
	FURANES AEFNRSU FURANE, furan (flammable liquid) [n]
	FURBISH BFHIRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	FUZZIER EFIRUZZ FUZZY, blurry (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [adj]
	FUZZILY FILUYZZ FUZZY, blurry (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [adv]
	G
	GELLIES EEGILLS GELLY, gelignite (high explosive) [n]
	GHOSTLY GHLOSTY spectral (resembling specter (visible disembodied spirit)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST]
	GLAIRED ADEGILR GLAIR, to coat with egg white [v] / GLAIRE [v]
	GLAIRES AEGILRS GLAIRE, to glair (to coat with egg white) [v]
	GLAMMED ADEGLMM GLAM, to make oneself look alluringly attractive [v]
	GLANCED ACDEGLN GLANCE, to look quickly [v]
	GLANCER ACEGLNR one that glances (to look quickly) [n -S]
	GLANCES ACEGLNS GLANCE, to look quickly [v]
	GLARING AGGILNR GLARE, to shine with harshly brilliant light [v]
	GLAZILY AGILLYZ GLAZY, covered with smooth, glossy coating [adv]
	GLEAMED ADEEGLM GLEAM, to shine with soft radiance [v]
	GLEAMER AEEGLMR one that gleams (to shine with soft radiance) [n -S]
	GLIMMER EGILMMR to shine faintly or unsteadily [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	GLIMPSE EGILMPS to see for instant [v -D, -SING, -S]
	GLINTED DEGILNT GLINT, to glitter (to sparkle (to give off or reflect flashes of light)) [v]
	GLISTEN EGILNST to shine by reflection [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	GLISTER EGILRST to glisten (to shine by reflection) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	GLITTER EGILRTT to sparkle (to give off or reflect flashes of light) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	GLOOMED DEGLMOO GLOOM, to become dark [v]
	GLOWFLY FGLLOWY firefly (luminous insect) [n -LIES]
	GLOWING GGILNOW GLOW, to emit light and heat [v]
	GLYCINS CGILNSY GLYCIN, compound used in photography [n]
	GLYCOLS CGLLOSY GLYCOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n]
	GNOMONS GMNNOOS GNOMON, part of sundial [n]
	GRACKLE ACEGKLR blackbird [n -S]
	GRAYEST AEGRSTY GRAY, of color between white and black [adj]
	GRAYOUT AGORTUY temporary blurring of vision [n -S]
	GRENADE ADEEGNR explosive device [n -S]
	GREYEST EEGRSTY GREY, gray (of color between white and black) [adj]
	GREYHEN EEGHNRY female black grouse [n -S]
	GUNFIRE EFGINRU firing of guns [n -S]
	GUNNING GGINNNU sport of hunting with gun [n -S] / GUN, to shoot with gun (portable firearm) [v]
	GUNSHOT GHNOSTU projectile fired from gun [n -S]
	H
	HALOING AGHILNO HALO, to form halo (ring of light) [v]
	HANDGUN ADGHNNU small firearm [n -S]
	HARDIES ADEHIRS HARDY, blacksmith's chisel [n]
	HAWKEYS AEHKSWY HAWKEY, hawkie (white-faced cow) [n]
	HAWKIES AEHIKSW HAWKIE, white-faced cow [n]
	HAZIEST AEHISTZ HAZY, unclear (not clear (clean and pure)) [adj]
	HEARTHS AEHHRST HEARTH, floor of fireplace [n]
	HIDABLE ABDEHIL able to be hidden [adj]
	HIDEOUT DEHIOTU place of refuge [n -S]
	HOARIER AEHIORR HOARY, white with age [adj]
	HOARILY AHILORY in hoary (white with age) manner [adv]
	HORIZON HINOORZ line where sky seems to meet earth [n -S]
	I
	IGNEOUS EGINOSU pertaining to fire [adj]
	IGNITED DEGIINT IGNITE, to set on fire [v]
	IGNITER EGIINRT one that ignites (to set on fire) [n -S]
	IGNITES EGIINST IGNITE, to set on fire [v]
	IGNITOR GIINORT igniter (one that ignites (to set on fire)) [n -S]
	ILLUMED DEILLMU ILLUME, to illuminate [v]
	ILLUMES EILLMSU ILLUME, to illuminate [v]
	IMAGING AGGIIMN action of producing visible representation [n -S]
	IMBLAZE ABEILMZ to emblaze (to set on fire) [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	INBOXES BEINOSX INBOX, window in which electronic mail is displayed [n]
	INEXACT ACEINTX not exact (precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated)) [adj]
	INFLAME AEFILMN to set on fire [v -D, -MING, -S]
	INSPECT CEINPST to look carefully at or over [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	INSTARS AINRSST INSTAR, to adorn with stars [v]
	ISOHELS EHILOSS ISOHEL, line on map connecting points receiving equal sunshine [n]
	IVORIED DEIIORV IVORY, hard white substance found in elephant tusks [adj]
	IVORIES EIIORSV IVORY, hard white substance found in elephant tusks [n]
	J
	JAGGARY AAGGJRY jaggery (coarse, dark sugar) [n -RIES]
	JAGGERY AEGGJRY coarse, dark sugar [n -RIES]
	JETTIER EEIJRTT JETTY, having color jet black [adj]
	JEZAILS AEIJLSZ JEZAIL, type of firearm (weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder) [n]
	JUDASES ADEJSSU JUDAS, peephole (small opening through which one may look) [n]
	K
	KABOOMS ABKMOOS KABOOM, sound of loud explosion [n]
	KAOLINE AEIKLNO kaolin (fine white clay) [n -S]
	KAOLINS AIKLNOS KAOLIN, fine white clay [n]
	KELLIES EEIKLLS KELLY, bright green color [n]
	KELPING EGIKLNP KELP, to burn type of seaweed [v]
	KERMODE DEEKMOR type of black bear [n -S]
	KIDVIDS DDIIKSV KIDVID, television programs for children [n]
	KILORAD ADIKLOR unit of nuclear radiation [n -S]
	KINARAS AAIKNRS KINARA, candelabra with seven candlesticks [n]
	KINDLED DDEIKLN KINDLE, to cause to burn [v]
	KINDLER DEIKLNR one that kindles (to cause to burn) [n -S]
	KINDLES DEIKLNS KINDLE, to cause to burn [v]
	KUDLIKS DIKKLSU KUDLIK, Inuit oil lamp [n]
	L
	LAMBENT ABELMNT flickering lightly and gently over surface [adj]
	LAMBERT ABELMRT unit of brightness [n -S]
	LAMPADS AADLMPS LAMPAD, candlestick [n]
	LAMPING AGILMNP LAMP, to look at [v]
	LAMPION AILMNOP type of light-generating device [n -S]
	LAMPLIT AILLMPT lighted by lamp [adj]
	LANGLEY AEGLLNY unit of illumination [n -S]
	LANTERN AELNNRT protective case for light [n -S]
	LASERED ADEELRS LASER, to treat with laser (device that amplifies light waves) [v]
	LATENTS AELNSTT LATENT, barely visible fingerprint that can be developed for study [n]
	LEERING EEGILNR LEER, to look with sideways glance [v]
	LENSMAN AELMNNS photographer [n -MEN]
	LEUKONS EKLNOSU LEUKON, bodily organ consisting of white blood cells [n]
	LICHTED CDEHILT LICHT, to light (to illuminate) [v]
	LIGHTED DEGHILT LIGHT, to illuminate [v]
	LIGROIN GIILNOR flammable liquid [n -S]
	LINKBOY BIKLNOY man or boy hired to carry torch to light way along dark streets [n -S]
	LINKMAN AIKLMNN linkboy (man or boy hired to carry torch to light way along dark streets) [n -MEN]
	LISTBOX BILOSTX box on computer screen that contains list of options [n -ES]
	LOOKERS EKLOORS LOOKER, one that looks (to use one's eyes in seeing) [n]
	LOOKERS EKLOORS LOOKER, one that looks (to use one's eyes in seeing) [n]
	LOOKING GIKLNOO LOOK, to use one's eyes in seeing [v]
	LOOKING GIKLNOO LOOK, to use one's eyes in seeing [v]
	LOOKISM IKLMOOS discrimination based on physical appearance [n -S]
	LOOKIST IKLOOST one that practices lookism [n -S]
	LOOKITS IKLOOST LOOKIT, to look at [v]
	LOOKOUT KLOOOTU one engaged in keeping watch [n -S]
	LOOKUPS KLOOPSU LOOKUP, process of looking something up [n]
	LOURING GILNORU LOUR, to lower (to appear dark and threatening) [v]
	LOUVERS ELORSUV LOUVER, type of window [n]
	LOUVRED DELORUV LOUVRE, louver (type of window) [adj]
	LOUVRES ELORSUV LOUVRE, louver (type of window) [n]
	LOVEBUG BEGLOUV small black fly that swarms along highways [n -S]
	LOWERED DEELORW LOWER, to appear dark and threatening [v]
	LUCARNE ACELNRU type of window [n -S]
	LUCENCE CCEELNU lucency (quality of being lucent (giving off light)) [n -S]
	LUCENCY CCELNUY quality of being lucent (giving off light) [n -CIES]
	LUSTERS ELRSSTU LUSTER, to make or become lustrous [v]
	LUSTRED DELRSTU LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v]
	LUSTRES ELRSSTU LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v]
	LUTEOUS ELOSTUU light to moderate greenish yellow in color [adj]
	LYDDITE DDEILTY explosive [n -S]
	M
	MADEIRA AADEIMR white wine [n -S]
	MADUROS ADMORSU MADURO, dark-colored, relatively strong cigar [n]
	MALMSEY AELMMSY white wine [n -S]
	MANCHET ACEHMNT small loaf of fine white bread [n -S]
	MANNITE AEIMNNT mannitol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [n -S]
	MANTELS AELMNST MANTEL, shelf above fireplace [n]
	MANTLED ADELMNT MANTLE, to cloak (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [v]
	MANTLES AELMNST MANTLE, to cloak (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [v]
	MANTLET AELMNTT mantelet (mobile screen used to protect soldiers) [n -S]
	MARKERS AEKMRRS MARKER, one that marks (to make visible impression on) [n]
	MARKING AGIKMNR MARK, to make visible impression on [v]
	MEGATON AEGMNOT unit of explosive force [n -S]
	MELAENA AAEELMN melena (condition marked by black tarry stool) [n -S]
	MELANIN AEILMNN dark pigment [n -S]
	MELENAS AEELMNS MELENA, condition marked by black tarry stool [n]
	MENORAH AEHMNOR candleholder used in Jewish worship [n -S]
	MENTHOL EHLMNOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S]
	MEROPIA AEIMOPR partial blindness [n -S]
	MEROPIC CEIMOPR MEROPIA, partial blindness [adj]
	MESTEES EEEMSST MESTEE, mustee (octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry)) [n]
	METHANE AEEHMNT flammable gas [n -S]
	MINICAM ACIIMMN small portable television camera [n -S]
	MINIVER EIIMNRV white fur [n -S]
	MIRADOR ADIMORR architectural feature designed to afford extensive view [n -S]
	MIRAGES AEGIMRS MIRAGE, type of optical illusion [n]
	MIRKEST EIKMRST MIRK, murk (dark (having little or no light)) [adj]
	MIRKIER EIIKMRR MIRKY, murky (dark (having little or no light)) [adj]
	MIRKILY IIKLMRY MIRKY, murky (dark (having little or no light)) [adv]
	MISFIRE EFIIMRS to fail to fire [v -D, -RING, -S]
	MISREAD ADEIMRS to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) incorrectly [v MISREAD, -ING, -S]
	MISTBOW BIMOSTW fogbow (nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog) [n -S]
	MISTIER EIIMRST MISTY, blurry (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [adj]
	MISTILY IILMSTY in misty (blurry (unclear (not clear))) manner [adv]
	MOONBOW BMNOOOW rainbow formed by light from moon [n -S]
	MOONDOG DGMNOOO bright spot in sky formed by moonlight [n -S]
	MOONLIT ILMNOOT lighted by moon [adj]
	MORNAYS AMNORSY MORNAY, cheese-flavored white sauce [n]
	MOSELLE EELLMOS medium-dry white wine [n -S]
	MOVIOLA AILMOOV movieola (device for viewing and editing film) [n -S]
	MUDCAPS ACDMPSU MUDCAP, to cover explosive with mud before detonating [v]
	MUGSHOT GHMOSTU photograph of person's face for official records [n -S]
	MUNNION IMNNNOU muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n -S]
	MUNTING GIMNNTU muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n -S]
	MUNTINS IMNNSTU MUNTIN, dividing strip for window panes [n]
	MURKEST EKMRSTU MURK, dark (having little or no light) [adj]
	MURKIER EIKMRRU MURKY, dark (having little or no light) [adj]
	MURKILY IKLMRUY MURKY, dark (having little or no light) [adv]
	MURREYS EMRRSUY MURREY, dark purple color [n]
	MUSCATS ACMSSTU MUSCAT, sweet, white grape [n]
	MUSKETS EKMSSTU MUSKET, type of firearm (weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder) [n]
	MUSTEES EEMSSTU MUSTEE, octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry) [n]
	N
	NAPALMS AALMNPS NAPALM, to assault with type of incendiary bomb [v]
	NEGROID DEGINOR member of black race [n -S]
	NICOISE CEIINOS served with black olives, tomatoes, olive oil, and often anchovies [adj]
	NIELLOS EILLNOS NIELLO, black metallic substance [n] / NIELLO, to decorate with niello [v]
	NIGRIFY FGIINRY to make black [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	O
	OBSCURE BCEORSU dark or indistinct [adj -R, -ST] / to make obscure [v -D, -RING, -S]
	OBSERVE BEEORSV to look attentively [v -D, -VING, -S]
	OCCULTS CCLOSTU OCCULT, to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v]
	OCTANOL ACLNOOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S]
	OCULARS ACLORSU OCULAR, eyepiece (lens or lens group nearest eye in optical instrument) [n]
	OLOROSO LOOOORS dark sherry [n -S]
	ONSTAGE AEGNOST being on part of stage visible to audience [adj]
	OOLONGS GLNOOOS OOLONG, dark Chinese tea [n]
	OPACITY ACIOPTY something that is opaque [n -TIES]
	OPALINE AEILNOP opaque white glass [n -S]
	OPAQUED ADEOPQU OPAQUE, to make opaque (impervious to light) [v]
	OPAQUER AEOPQRU OPAQUE, impervious to light [adj]
	OPAQUES ADEOPQU OPAQUE, to make opaque (impervious to light) [v]
	OPENEST EENOPST OPEN, affording unobstructed access, passage, or view [adj]
	OPTICAL ACILOPT pertaining to sight [adj]
	OUTBURN BNORTUU to burn longer than [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S]
	OUTFIRE EFIORTU to surpass in firing [v -D, -RING, -S]
	OUTGLOW GLOOTUW to surpass in glowing [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTGUNS GNOSTUU OUTGUN, to surpass in firepower [v]
	OUTSEEN EENOSTU OUTSEE, to see beyond [v]
	OUTSEES EEOSSTU OUTSEE, to see beyond [v]
	OVERLIT EILORTV OVERLIGHT, to light excessively [v]
	OVERSEE EEEORSV to watch over and direct [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S]
	OVERTLY ELORTVY in overt (open to view) manner [adv]
	P
	PARIANS AAINPRS PARIAN, hard, white porcelain [n]
	PASCHAL AACHLPS candle used in certain religious ceremonies [n -S]
	PASTEUP AEPPSTU finished copy to be photographed for making printing plate [n -S]
	PEEKING EEGIKNP PEEK, to look furtively or quickly [v]
	PEERING EEGINPR PEER, to look narrowly or searchingly [v]
	PENLITE EEILNPT penlight (small flashlight) [n -S]
	PERIQUE EEIPQRU dark tobacco [n -S]
	PERUSAL AELPRSU act of perusing (to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed)) [n -S]
	PERUSED DEEPRSU PERUSE, to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [v]
	PERUSER EEPRRSU one that peruses (to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed)) [n -S]
	PERUSES EEPRSSU PERUSE, to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [v]
	PETARDS ADEPRST PETARD, explosive device [n]
	PHOEBUS BEHOPSU sun [n -ES]
	PHOTICS CHIOPST science of light [n PHOTICS]
	PHOTINO HINOOPT hypothetical elementary particle [n -S]
	PHOTOED DEHOOPT PHOTO, to photograph [v]
	PHOTOGS GHOOPST PHOTOG, one who takes photographs [n]
	PHOTONS HNOOPST PHOTON, elementary particle [n]
	PHYTOLS HLOPSTY PHYTOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n]
	PICCATA AACCIPT dish of veal cutlets with sauce of lemon, white wine, and butter [n -S]
	PICEOUS CEIOPSU glossy-black in color [adj]
	PINITOL IILNOPT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S]
	PINSPOT INOPPST to illuminate with tight spotlight [v -TTED, -TTING, -S]
	PISTOLS ILOPSST PISTOL, to shoot with small firearm [v]
	PITFALL AFILLPT hidden danger or difficulty [n -S]
	PLAINER AEILNPR PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj]
	PLAINLY AILLNPY PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adv]
	PLUGOLA AGLLOPU free incidental advertising on radio or television [n -S]
	POBLANO ABLNOOP mild, dark-green chili pepper [n -S]
	PRECISE CEEIPRS sharply and clearly defined or stated [adj, -R, -ST]
	PREFIRE EEFIPRR to fire beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S]
	PREVIEW EEIPRVW to view or exhibit in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	PREVISE EEIPRSV to foresee (to see in advance) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	PREVUED DEEPRUV PREVUE, to preview (to view or exhibit in advance) [v]
	PREVUES EEPRSUV PREVUE, to preview (to view or exhibit in advance) [v]
	PRICKET CEIKPRT spike for holding candle upright [n -S]
	PROPANE AENOPPR flammable gas [n -S]
	PROPENE EENOPPR flammable gas [n -S]
	PYRIDIC CDIIPRY PYRIDINE, flammable liquid [adj]
	Q
	QULLIQS ILLQQSU QULLIQ, kudlik (Inuit oil lamp) [n]
	R
	RASTERS AERRSST RASTER, area reproducing images on picture tube of television set [n]
	RAVENER AEENRRV RAVEN, glossy black [adj]
	RAYLIKE AEIKLRY resembling narrow beam of light [adj]
	READERS ADEERRS READER, one that reads (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [n]
	READING ADEGINR READ, to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed [v]
	REDEARS ADEERRS REDEAR, common sunfish [n]
	REFIRED DEEFIRR REFIRE, to fire again [v]
	REFIRES EEFIRRS REFIRE, to fire again [v]
	REFLETS EEFLRST REFLET, special brilliance of surface [n]
	REFRACT ACEFRRT to deflect in particular manner, as ray of light [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REGARDS ADEGRRS REGARD, to look upon with particular feeling [v]
	REGLOWS EGLORSW REGLOW, to glow again [v]
	REISHIS EHIIRSS REISHI, mushroom having shiny cap [n]
	RELOOKS EKLOORS RELOOK, to look again [v]
	RELUMED DEELMRU RELUME, to light again [v]
	RELUMES EELMRSU RELUME, to light again [v]
	REREDOS DEEORRS ornamental screen behind altar [n -ES]
	RESAWED ADEERSW RESAW, RESEE, to see again [v]
	RESEAUS AEERSSU RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n]
	RESEAUX AEERSUX RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n]
	RESHINE EEHINRS to shine again [v -D, -HONE, -NING, -S]
	RESIGHT EGHIRST to sight again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETICLE CEEILRT network of lines in eyepiece of optical instrument [n -S]
	REVIEWS EEIRSVW REVIEW, to view again [v]
	RIBIERS BEIIRRS RIBIER, large, black grape [n]
	RIMFIRE EFIIMRR cartridge having primer set in rim of shell [n -S]
	RINSERS EINRRSS RINSER, one that rinses (to cleanse with clear water) [n]
	RINSING GIINNRS act of one that rinses [n -S] / RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [v]
	RUBBERS BBERRSU RUBBER, to stretch one's neck in looking at something [v]
	S
	SABLEST ABELSST SABLE, dark, gloomy [adj]
	SALVOED ADELOSV SALVO, to discharge firearms simultaneously [v]
	SALVOES AELOSSV SALVO, to discharge firearms simultaneously [v]
	SAMBOES ABEMOSS SAMBO, Latin American of mixed black and Indian ancestry [n]
	SAMOYED ADEMOSY any of Siberian breed of medium-sized white or cream-colored sled dogs [n -S]
	SAROSES AEORSSS SAROS, eclipse cycle of sun and moon [n]
	SATORIS AIORSST SATORI, illumination of spirit sought by Zen Buddhists [n]
	SCARABS AABCRSS SCARAB, large, black beetle [n]
	SCENERY CEENRSY picturesque landscape or view [n -RIES]
	SCLERAE ACEELRS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [n]
	SCLERAL ACELLRS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [adj]
	SCLERAS ACELRSS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [n]
	SCOPING CGINOPS SCOPE, to look at in order to evaluate [v]
	SCOTOMA ACMOOST blind spot in field of vision [n -S, -TA]
	SCOWDER CDEORSW to scouther (to scorch (to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste)) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SCREENS CEENRSS SCREEN, to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect) [v]
	SCROLLS CLLORSS SCROLL, to move text across display screen [v]
	SEADOGS ADEGOSS SEADOG, fogbow (nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog) [n]
	SEARING AEGINRS SEAR, to burn surface of [v]
	SEEABLE ABEEELS SEE, to perceive with eyes [adj]
	SEEINGS EEGINSS SEEING, act of one that sees [n]
	SEMIMAT AEIMMST having slight luster [adj]
	SENOPIA AEINOPS improvement of near vision [n -S]
	SEQUINS EINQSSU SEQUIN, to affix sequins (shiny ornamental discs) to [v]
	SEREINS EEINRSS SEREIN, fine rain falling from apparently clear sky [n]
	SEROMAS AEMORSS SEROMA, postsurgical subcutaneous accumulation of clear fluid [n]
	SHADERS ADEHRSS SHADER, one that shades (to screen from light or heat) [n]
	SHADING ADGHINS protection against light or heat [n -S] / SHADE, to screen from light or heat [v]
	SHADOWS ADHOSSW SHADOW, to make dark or gloomy [v]
	SHADOWY ADHOSWY dark (having little or no light) [adj -WIER, -WIEST]
	SHAWING AGHINSW SHAW, to show (to cause or permit to be seen) [v]
	SHEENED DEEEHNS SHEEN, to shine (to emit light) [v]
	SHEWERS EEHRSSW SHEWER, one that shews (to show (to cause or permit to be seen)) [n]
	SHEWING EGHINSW SHEW, to show (to cause or permit to be seen) [v]
	SHIMMER EHIMMRS to glimmer (to shine faintly or unsteadily) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SHINERS EHINRSS SHINER, one that shines (to emit light) [n]
	SHINIER EHIINRS SHINY, filled with light [adj]
	SHINILY HIILNSY in shiny (filled with light) manner [adv]
	SHINING GHIINNS emitting or reflecting light [adj] / SHINE, to emit light [v]
	SHINOLA AHILNOS trademark [n -S]
	SHITAKE AEHIKST shiitake (dark Oriental mushroom) [n -S]
	SHOWIER EHIORSW SHOWY, making great or brilliant display [adj]
	SHOWILY HILOSWY in showy (making great or brilliant display) manner [adv]
	SHOWING GHINOSW exhibition or display [n -S] / SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen [v]
	SHUTTER EHRSTTU to provide with shutters (hinged window covers) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SIAMANG AAGIMNS large, black gibbon [n -S]
	SIGHTED DEGHIST SIGHT, to observe or notice [v]
	SIGHTER EGHIRST one that sights (to observe or notice) [n -S]
	SIGHTLY GHILSTY pleasing to look at [adj -LIER, -LIEST]
	SITCOMS CIMOSST SITCOM, television comedy series with continuing characters [n]
	SIZZLED DEILSZZ SIZZLE, to burn or fry with hissing sound [v]
	SIZZLES EILSSZZ SIZZLE, to burn or fry with hissing sound [v]
	SKETCHY CEHKSTY lacking in completeness or clearness [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	SKYGLOW GKLOSWY glow in night sky resulting from urban lights [n -S]
	SKYLINE EIKLNSY horizon (line where sky seems to meet earth) [n -S]
	SMEEKED DEEEKMS SMEEK, to smoke (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [v]
	SMOKERS EKMORSS SMOKER, one that smokes (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [n]
	SMOKING GIKMNOS inhaling and exhaling of smoke of tobacco or drug [n -S] / SMOKE, to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials) [v]
	SOAPERS AEOPRSS SOAPER, serial melodrama on radio or television [n]
	SOLUNAR ALNORSU listing rising and setting times of sun and moon [adj]
	SOMBRER BEMORRS SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj]
	SONSIER EINORSS SONSIE, sonsy (comely (pleasing to look at)) [adj] / SONSY [adj]
	SOOTING GINOOST SOOT, to cover with soot (black substance produced by combustion) [v]
	SPANGLE AEGLNPS to adorn with spangles (bits of sparkling metal) [v -D, -LING, -S]
	SPARKED ADEKPRS SPARK, to give off sparks (small fiery particles) [v]
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